FAST FORWARD TO THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

IT'S AS EASY AS A...B...G!

Hey! Did you know that to be eligible for admission to the University of California, you need to take—and do well in—a specific set of classes called the A-G Requirements?

Plus, Cal State Universities and most private colleges and universities across the country ask that you take college prep classes just like them.

So take the classes that count!

Take the classes that count at your school:

A. HISTORY/SOCIAL SCIENCE
   two years required
B. ENGLISH
   four years required
C. MATHEMATICS
   three years required;
   four years recommended
D. LABORATORY SCIENCE
   two years required;
   three years recommended
E. LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH
   two years required;
   three years recommended
F. VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS
   one year required (beginning Fall 2003)
G. COLLEGE PREPARATORY ELECTIVE
   one year required (beginning Fall 2003)

*Remember: these are only the minimum University of California entrance requirements. The more college prep classes you can take, the better!
To find out more, including up-to-date A-G course lists for your school and comprehensive UC application info, visit: http://www.ucop.edu/pathways

A-G POSTER PRINTING NOTES:
1. Enlarge poster to full size of 18" wide x 24" long (length to dotted line only)
2. Download your school's A-G list from the UC Pathways website
3. Paste list as standard letter sized sheet in spaces above
4. Crop along dotted line